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These are letters we received
about stories in the JanuaryFebruary 2009 issue of L.A. Youth:

Eating healthy
This article reminds me
of my family. Because high cholesterol runs on my dad’s side
of the family, we cut down on
saturated fat and we eat out way
less than most people. I think
it’s better to control what we eat
when we are young rather than
having to take medicine and
increase the risk of getting heart
disease when we are older.
Susan Luo
San Gabriel HS

In the article “Eating right
while eating out” I learned that
you shouldn’t look at the nutrition facts just to see how many
carbs and fat grams there are
because those aren’t the only bad
things in food. Also, I liked how
even though the writer’s cholesterol just wouldn’t go down,
she never gave up. I learned that
just because you don’t get fat, it
doesn’t mean that nothing will
happen if you eat whatever you
want whenever you want.
Susana Aispuro
East Valley HS (North Hollywood)

Aware of AIDS
In “Acting against AIDS” I
found it scary that in the state of
California there were so many
cases of AIDS. I know that teens
know AIDS and HIV are in the
world but they always think it is
never going to happen to them.
Even if our sex-ed class informs
us and tells us how to prevent it,
most teens don’t listen. This article gave me a scary realization
of what AIDS can do. We’re all at
risk of getting AIDS or a sexually
transmitted disease.
Diana Tran
San Gabriel HS

This article really made
me see what some people go
through. We shouldn’t take AIDS
as a joke. We should be more
aware of it. Reading about how
Jessica wasn’t that interested in
AIDS and that now she is, was an
eye-opener for me. People should
really get tested so they don’t
have their lives changed just for
being sexually active.
Karen Flores
East Valley HS

Immigrant Story
The article “I’m glad she
came here” really spoke to me.
As someone whose parents and
grandparents came to America
from Mexico illegally, I know
firsthand that most immigrants
are here to make their lives, and
most importantly the lives of
their families, better. If my parents didn’t come here I wouldn’t
be here.
Name withheld

Making a documentary
changed Justin’s view
of his South Central
neighborhood

page 10

The Boys and Girls
Club at Vermont
and 50th Street is
featured in
Justin’s film.
Cover photo by
Anisa Berry, 17,
View Park Prep HS

San Gabriel HS

I loved this article. It made
me realize how much Brett cared
for Emilia. She came to this
country because she wanted to
have a better life. It was very sad
when she had to leave her daughter and family in El Salvador. Illegal immigrants don’t just come
here to cause problems, they
come because they want to have
a better life.
Verenice Hernandez
Madison MS (North Hollywood)

At first I thought I had nothing
in common with illegal immigration. However I recently discovered that one of the generations
in my family snuck over to find a
better future and start new. They
worked day and night to build
a foundation in America. Illegal
immigration might be a negaContinued on page 4

Send your letters to L.A. Youth
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Continued from page 3

tive thing but if my ancestors didn’t
have the courage to sneak over or
the endurance to go through hardships or strive to do their best to
provide for the family, I wouldn’t
even be here writing this letter to
the editor.
Duyen Dang
San Gabriel HS

I was never really interested in
immigration and I had low views
of those who immigrated illegally.
But now that I’ve read “I’m glad she
came here” I feel more compassion toward immigrants who come
here for a better life.
Andy Castillo
Camino Nuevo Charter Academy

I connect with this story because when my parents and I came
to this country they came here
to have a better life. If people stay
where they live they suffer in their
country. I propose that if illegal immigrants come for a good reason
then they should be allowed to stay
and become citizens.
Name withheld
Camino Nuevo Charter Academy

Friendship
worth the wait
this article showed me what
it’s like to be in another person’s
shoes. I am one of the many people
who has a group of friends I hang
out with, but that doesn’t mean I
don’t notice the people who are
alone. Before, when I would want
to approach them, I was always
afraid that they didn’t want my
friendship or that they didn’t want
to talk to me. This article really
gave me a lot of insight.
Brenda Lienh

ever I talk to my parents about gay
marriage they oppose it and tell
me being gay is wrong. Being gay
is not harmful or wrong to me.
Everyone is different and everyone should have equal rights. If
America is known for its freedom
and rights, Proposition 8 shouldn’t
have passed.
Jennie Yu

comfort him. Every time I read this
story I think about how blessed I
am for having such loving parents.
I give kudos to the writer for being
so brave and protecting his mother
and brother even though he was
terrified of his father.
Edit Mirzakhanyan

San Gabriel HS

When I read “Leave us alone”
I was shocked that the boy had
to witness his mother getting hit
many times by his dad. I admire
the strength the boy had to call
the cops. Many people are frightened to call for help because they
are scared that the abuser will hurt
them too.
Monique Torres

I have to disagree with Stephany
about gay marriage. I believe that
marriage is a heavier responsibility than just dating or loving each
other. Humans keep generations
going by reproducing and marriage is a way for a female and a
male to take responsibility to reproduce new generations. I believe
there is a reason the system works
this way, so I think we should not
mess with it.
Runa Akahoshi
San Gabriel HS

A boy watched
his father abuse
his mother
I read the cover story, “Leave
us alone.” It was really depressing
that the writer’s dad threatened
his mom. When the writer said
how that affected him, I wanted to

San Gabriel HS

Marriage for all
I agree with Stephany. Most
people love somebody of the opposite sex, but many people love
somebody of the same sex. I don’t
see why this is bad. People should
appreciate gay couples and not be
cruel to them.
Jacqueline Bahena
Camino Nuevo Charter Academy

I can relate to Stephany and
her views on gay marriage. When-
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Illustration by
Edison Mellor-Goldman,
17, Los Angeles Center
for Enriched Studies

Wilson MS (Glendale)

East Valley HS

I loved this story because it had
to be very hard for the author to
open up so much and write about
his abusive father. I know this story
touched many of my friends. He had
to grow up so fast to take care of his
mother, brother and himself. I can’t
imagine being him and having to
deal with all of that pressure plus
school work. For the author to keep
himself so strong and not get too out
of control and realize what he was
turning into with all the bad influ-

ences, really inspired me.
Lilia Blkhoyan
Wilson MS

I like this story the best because
it really got to me. It’s disturbing
what this kid went through. He had
to put the past behind him and is
trying to be a good influence for his
brother. I learned to always have
a positive attitude no matter what
because I can triumph in the end.
Cameron Swafford
Wilson MS

I think it was very brave to tell
your story. I know that seeing your
mother getting hit by your father
must have been scary. I’ve gone
through the same thing myself.
You must care a lot about your
family because you stood up for
your mother and took the role of a
father figure. You spread a strong
message to everyone who reads
L.A. Youth. You are helping readers
everywhere know that they can set
a good example.
Name withheld
Camino Nuevo Charter Academy

I’ve known friends who were
in this kind of situation and I’m
sure there are many others like
them. I think that violence hurts
everybody both physically and
mentally. I admire the boy who
chose to be a good role model to his
brother and made sure he didn’t
become like his dad. I hope all the
kids in the world make the choices
he did and stop domestic violence.
Sophia Quan
San Gabriel HS

I really admire the author of
“Leave us alone.” Not many people
have the guts to call the police on
their dad, no matter what he did.
While growing up, it would be hard
to keep up your grades in school
and to keep your own emotions
and your attitude in check if you
had to live with an abusive father.
It was hard to stay positive in front
of his little brother too. I just think
it’s amazing how he brought up his
grades and acts as a father figure
for his little brother.
Aaron Tay

You are an example to families
that have problems. It was hard to
call the cops on your father and see
him go to jail. If I were in your situation I might have feared him as
well. It is hard to see members of
your family hurt each other. I have
been in situations where my parents argue but I am happy and glad
that they did not hurt each other.
You were brave to help your family.
Your story inspires me and sends a
message.
Angelica Trinidad
Camino Nuevo Charter Academy

I think this is a sad story
because it was a really hard life
for the author, his mother and
his younger brother. Most of the
problems that separate families are
because the father is an alcoholic
or into drugs. It is hard to control
because so many violent men
cause more violence when their
kids see it and they start acting
violent too.
Michelle Velasquez

San Gabriel HS

Camino Nuevo Charter Academy

I’ve heard of many battered
women living in fear of their spouses and when they called the police
I thought everything went back to
normal again—easy as that. However, when I read what the boy had
to go through even with the police’s
help, I saw he lived in fear. I felt the
struggle in him to make his life safer
and stable. I was impressed when
he was his brother’s father figure
and took control of his actions. That
showed courage and hope that he
will lead a good life in the future.
Bonnie Thai

“Leave us alone” made me
open my eyes to domestic violence. It is hard to believe that a
family member can end up hitting somebody else who is part
of their family. And then on top
of that, going to jail. I think this
is a common problem, but many
family members are afraid to say
something. Something good that
the writer did was to take his little
brother somewhere else and not
let him see all the violence. I don’t
know what I would’ve done.
Cynthia Martinez

San Gabriel HS

Camino Nuevo Charter Academy
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Hang up and drive

Although a law limits the use of cell phones, people
are still talking and the roads aren’t any safer
By Joyce Lee

bends their neck to answer their phone, I
wonder how good of a driver they can be while
straining their body so much. The way my
friends text message with one hand makes me
nervous. Sometimes if they receive a text, they
stop at a red light, respond, and then drive.

17, La Cañada HS

I

wake up on Saturday morning and get in the
car with my mom. It’s our shopping day and
I’m excited. As my mom turns on the engine and begins to drive, her phone rings.
“Auugh Joyce, will you please turn on that
no-hand cell phone thingy? It’s your aunt … you
know how she gets when I don’t answer.”
I turn on the device and my mom begins
to speak.
“Hello? Speak up, I can’t hear you! HELLO?!
HI! SO JOYCE IS STARTING ON ALL OF HER
COLLEGE APPLICATIONS NOW AND IT
SEEMS LIKE—”
“Mom! Mom! Watch out for the car in front
of you!”
My mom swerves to the left and barely
misses the car she hadn’t noticed in front of
us. I sit in the passenger seat, wide-eyed and
unable to speak. My mom’s hands are shaking,
too.
“Oh. My. Goodness. I’m so sorry, Joyce. You
OK?”
I exhale and nod. Every muscle in my body
had tensed. I honestly thought we were going
to hit that car.
The cell phone law that went into effect this
past July states that adult drivers must use a
hands-free device when talking on the phone
and driving. And drivers under 18 cannot use a
cell phone to talk or text while driving. Though
the law is a good idea, it isn’t effective, because
everyone I know still uses their phones.
After the restrictions went into effect my
mom purchased a hands-free device. It allows
her to hear and speak through a small box
attached to her visor. It is supposed to make it
safer for drivers to talk and drive at the same
time because they aren’t holding the phone
in their hands. Even though my mother has a
hands-free device, it isn’t very user-friendly. I
often hear my mom yelling into the box because
the person on the other end cannot hear her
well. Because my mom focuses so much on
having the other person hear her, she sometimes
doesn’t concentrate on the road.
My friends still use their phones while

www.layouth.com

people get away with it

Illustration by
Francisco Sandoval,
16, Nogales HS
(La Puente)

I am often tempted to check my text
messages while driving, but decide
against it; it’s hard enough focusing
on the road and other cars around me
without trying to work my phone.
they’re driving and get just as distracted. Of
course, when it’s my mom, I feel safer because
she is a more experienced driver. However, in
both cases I don’t feel completely safe.
My friend tried to hide his call

One Sunday, my friend Brian was taking me
home and his phone rang. It was his mom. He
quickly lowered his head to the right, away from
the window, and hid his phone with his hair.
“School is pretty tough, now that I’m working
longer hours … I think I really need some time
off. How is everything with—”
Brian was so consumed with making sure
no one could see him talking on his phone that

he wasn’t concentrating on driving.
SCCRREEEECCHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!
Brian quickly veered toward the center divider
to avoid the huge truck on our right. He had
gone almost completely into the truck’s lane.
The car skidded to a stop.
I felt my lungs tightening, but I was still
holding my breath. My hands clutched my
seatbelt. My heartbeat was so loud it rang in
my ears. I thanked God for keeping me alive.
I don’t think the teen cell phone ban is
effective. Most of the people I know disregard
it. They still text and talk on the phone. The law
also has the potential to cause more damage
than help keep the roads safe. When a driver

Though many people I know use their phones
while driving, they haven’t gotten a ticket yet.
I wonder how much longer their luck will last.
The fact that they haven’t been caught makes
me question the effectiveness of the law.
I am about to get my driver’s license. Since I
have my permit, I drive with one of my parents.
I often see other drivers talking on their cell
phones. I don’t feel safe when I see this and I
become extra cautious when I drive near them.
I am often tempted to check my text messages
while driving, but I decide against it; it’s hard
enough focusing on the road and the other cars
around me without trying to work my phone.
Just as I want to feel safe when others are
driving, I want my passengers to know that I
am serious about keeping them safe. When I
get my license and drive without my parents,
I want to make sure that the people in my car
feel safe and secure. In order to do this, I will
not use my phone while I drive. I don’t want
to be that driver who always has to answer the
phone. I don’t want to be ducking to the side to
answer my phone or text messaging with one
hand and driving with the other.
I wish that drivers would refrain from using
their cell phones while driving. There isn’t a way
to catch every law breaker, but please, fellow
drivers, do what’s right even when no one’s
looking.

Joyce thinks
that driving is a
convenience, but
it must be taken
seriously for
everyone to stay
safe.
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1st place $50

I love my
life now
By Elizabeth Coto
Paramount HS

I

f I could live in any era I think I would choose to live in
the present. I would choose to live now because I like
my life. My life may not be perfect, but what makes it
great are the people in it. My friends mean the world to
me; I could not ask for better friends. My family may be broken, yet they are my world. It does not matter to me to be
part of a historical moment or if I could live in the future. I
am making my future now and I am making history. Many
people or kids do not know it, but we are the future. We are
making history with everything we do.
My life is going very nice. Although I am not perfect, my
life is on the path it is meant to take. I cannot tell what will
happen next, but that is what is so great. Not knowing what
will happen is the beauty because we get surprised. Friends
and family are what make up my life and they are doing
a very good job of making sure I am happy. People do not
see the beauty of their lives; therefore they think living in
the future or the past is better. It is not better! Look at what
happened in the past. Look at how bad they treated black
people and look how bad people suffered. Why would we
want to live like Anne Frank did or suffer being beaten up? I
like my life right now and I thank all those who suffered so
that we can live the way we do today.
I love my life and although I wish I could have parents
to share it with, it does not matter because I do not need
parents to know how much I appreciate my life. Life is a
wonderful joy, so why would someone waste it? It makes
me elated to know people love me. Past, present or future—
it does not matter. If you think living in a different era will
be easier, well, you are wrong. Problems follow everyone
everywhere. No matter where you are, life will never be
perfect. The era I choose is the present and I would not
choose different because I love who I am and I love what
makes me … me.
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Illustration by Lily Clark, 15, Immaculate Heart HS

Many of those who entered the essay contest chose to
write about how great their lives are in the present, and
others decided to explore past eras such as the 60s and
80s and even the Stone Age. There were also essays about
the future. They were so creative we wanted to share how
writers described life years from now. These are excerpts
taken from those essays.

incurable diseases. Stem cell research would be at a
turning point and doctors would be able to regenerate
our dying cells.
Bryan Salinas, Birmingham HS (Van Nuys)

Living in the year 5000 would be so extreme! …
My room would be wild. I would have my bed floating
above the ground and a TV the size of Mount Everest!
New video games would be invented and there would
probably be a PS500.
Vache Melkonian, Wilson MS (Glendale)

Food would be nothing but a little pill. Swallow it
and you’re full.
Michael Hennington, Paramount HS

I will travel around in my flying car. … During this
time there would be flying scooters, bikes, skateboards
and wheelchairs. It will be a whole new life.
Carolina Mora, Paramount HS

Nike will probably have hover shoes in the future!
Michael Bishay, Birmingham HS

My life would be way easier because I would have
robot servants that could do all of my chores and things
that I don’t want to do.
Yareli Lara, Paramount HS

It could be possible that no one will be on Earth
anymore. What if we moved to a new planet? Or we’re on
multiple planets?
Megan Ho, San Gabriel HS

In my ideal era I wouldn’t have to waste my time
studying. All I would have to do is insert a chip with
all the information into a slot connected to my brain. I
would never get sick because of an invincible vaccine
that I was given that prevents any type of disease or
illness from getting into my system.
Kristen Lee, San Gabriel HS

Hopefully in the future we have found a way to
stop or slow down global warming. Also, there would
be cures for cancer, diabetes, HIV and AIDS and all

With a bit of luck, the future would discover a way to
prevent economic recessions from happening ever again.
Diana Ho, San Gabriel HS
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2nd place $30

The 19th
century was a
simpler time
By Melissa Shimizu
North HS (Torrance)

L

ife presently is really nice. I don’t have much
to worry about except for gas prices and the
economy. I shouldn’t complain though because I know we have it a lot easier than others in
the past. People from the past would think we are
lazy and spoiled. I think that they would be surprised to see that some of us are still thin. Yes, life
is so much easier for us now than it was for those
in the late 19th century. We go to the mall to get
clothes and the market to get butter and bread. We
never really make it ourselves. I grew up watching
and reading the famous Little House on the Prairie series by Laura Ingalls Wilder. People in today’s
society wouldn’t have survived a week, but I would
definitely love to live in that era anyway.
Of course, because I’m Asian, life wouldn’t
have been the same for me, but I have always pictured myself in Laura’s shoes. She wore dress-

3rd place $20

I want to help
build the
pyramids
By Teddy Tea
San Gabriel HS

I

f you were able to live in any time period,
which one would it be? The first thing that
comes to mind is the book series, Magic Tree
House by Mary Pope Osborne, about two kids
who have the ability to travel to any place they
desire. From the books, I really enjoyed this particular story where Jack and Annie traveled to
ancient Egypt. That is exactly where I want to go.
In Egypt, thousands of years ago, there were
many amazing sites and scenes. However, on the
top of my list, I would like to help build the Great
Pyramid of Giza. Pyramids have always been interesting to me. I think it is amazing how with
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es all the time, which I would not mind at all. I
do admit that those dresses aren’t the cutest I’ve
seen, but back in that day they would have been
beautiful to me. Even their pajamas were dresses!
Whenever it was dark they lit the house with candles or gas lanterns. I just love it. Candles have always given me a happy feeling, so I love it when
the electricity goes out. Gas lanterns remind me
of camping even though our lanterns run off batteries.
I love to bake. Not only because I love food,
but because I just enjoy baking. To me it is very
fun and it gives me a chance to spend time with
my family. To turn milk into butter and be able
to knead dough and watch it rise would give me
much happiness. Laura was able to spend countless hours churning butter with her sister and
mom and baking bread from scratch. Though
she did look at it as a chore, it’s always been
something that I’ve wanted to do with my family.
I know that the late 19th century was a very
tough time. I know some of the hardships that
Laura and her family had to go through, but I also know that she has a lot of great memories. The
way she describes events with so much detail tells
me that everything has been so meaningful. Unfortunately today, people are either lazy or too
busy to do anything. One day I will make time to
churn my own butter, bake my own bread and
even try to make a piece of clothing. I’ll give the
19th century a try for a day.

such limited technology Egyptians were able to
build monuments so high and grand. I would get
to experience firsthand how the Egyptians made
traps for people who dared to enter the pyramids
or how they were able to make a monument that
would last for over 4,500 years. Generally, solving
one of the great wonders of the world built 4,500
years ago sounds great today in 2009.
Then in ancient Egypt, I would want to be
mummified and discovered many hundred
years later in a grand pyramid. Around me, I
would want precious jewels that treasure hunters would risk their lives to get their hands on, to
surround me in all my glory. Being mummified
would be a great honor, because only the important people were mummified and put in pyramids. Like the famous King Tut, I would want
people to acknowledge me as an important discovery. However, to pull my organs out and
mummify me alive is out of the question. Dying
famous in ancient Egypt does not sound too bad.
Besides the illnesses from the scorpions or war,
ancient Egypt would be my ideal place to move to
when I get out of college. However, considering that
time machines have not been invented yet, all I can
do now is dream.

n e w

e s say

c o n t e s t:

What can’t you
live without?
As a kid, we all had things that we couldn’t live
without, such as our favorite blanket or toy. As
we get older, different things
become important. What in
your life is so special that
you feel like you can’t live
without it? Maybe it’s
something you wear every
day like black nail polish,
a Dodgers cap or a silver
chain. It may be the pillow
that you’ve had for so long you
can’t fall asleep without it. It could be a family
photograph, a book or a certain food. Describe
it to us and explain what it means to you. How
does it reflect who you are and what you value?

Write an essay to L.A. Youth
and tell us about it:
Essays should be a page or more. Include your name, school, age and phone
number with your essay. The staff of L.A. Youth will read the entries and
pick three winners. Your name will be withheld if you request it. The firstplace winner will receive $50. The second-place winner will get $30 and
the third-place winner will receive $20. Winning essays will be printed
in our May-June issue and put on our website at www.layouth.com.

Mail your essay to:
L.A. Youth
5967 W. 3rd St. Suite 301
Los Angeles CA 90036
or editor@layouth.com

DEADLINe: Friday, April 17, 2009
March-April 2009 l.a.youth



Join us on Facebook!
To become
our fan, go to
layouth.com
and click on
the Find us on
Facebook button
on the right side
of the page.

L.A. Youth has a page on Facebook!
Join us and get access to things
you can’t find in the newspaper or
on layouth.com. When you become
our fan on Facebook, you can:

Win money! Enter our photo

contests found exclusively on Facebook.
Cash prizes will be awarded. Winners
will receive $50 for first place, $30 for
second place and $20 for third place.

Express yourself! See what other

teens are saying about issues that
are important to you and join in our
discussions to share what’s on your mind.
Facebook is a ®registered trademark of Facebook, Inc.
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A chance to say goodbye

I’ll always remember the days I spent with my grandpa before he died
By Justin Koh
16, Cleveland HS (Reseda)

I

feel so lucky and grateful that I was able
to visit my grandpa one last time before
he passed away.
My grandpa was always my favorite relative. He lived in Korea, but I had the chance
to see him every two years or so. I remember
walking with him up the mountains as a kid. I
always went in the summer when it was hot and
humid. Knowing I wasn’t used to the weather, he’d wipe the sweat off my neck and buy
me Gatorade.
My grandpa loved to celebrate. One time,
he surprised me with a table full of my favorite
dishes, including sushi, Korean style ribs and
Korean noodles. Whenever my family was together he would open a couple bottles of soju, a
traditional Korean rice wine, and pass it around
to everybody, even me. My parents would laugh
at my bad facial expression as I sipped the bitter wine. But still I felt good that my grandpa
was treating me like an adult.
Last April, when my mom told me he was
sick, I did not think of it as a big deal. Last time
I had visited him, he seemed very healthy for
being in his late 70s. We would walk around
the park together until sunset. My grandma,
who always exaggerates, later told me on the
phone that he could not move or talk. It wasn’t
until I went to Korea that I found out that my
grandma was not exaggerating.
Last summer, I went on a two-week trip to
Korea with a group called Project HAN to learn
more about Korean culture. At the end of the
trip, I got to visit my relatives for two days.
My aunt dropped me off at my grandparents’ house. As I was walking up to the house,
I felt nervous. I didn’t want to see how sick my
grandpa was.
his Health was worse
than I expected

I looked down and saw him lying on a blanket on the floor, staring at me blankly. He had
lost a lot of weight and was very pale; I could
barely even recognize him. I sat down next
to him and we were surprised that when my
grandma asked if he knew who I was, he nodded.
My grandpa couldn’t talk, he would mumble
and at other times moan. I didn’t know what
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to do. I started having a oneHow must it feel to not see all of the
way conversation with him,
people you love before you die? But
even though he would remain
at the same time, I also hoped that
silent and look away from me
my grandpa would get better.
as if I wasn’t there. I told him
about high school, how well
his death didn’t feel real
my sister was doing, how my
My mother and my sister had the
parents didn’t fight anymore,
chance to see my grandpa last fall.
and how much I had missed
My grandpa died three days after
him and Grandma.
they came back, on Nov. 5, 2008.
That evening my grandMy mom got the news from my
ma and I carried him onto a
grandma, and when she told me,
wheelchair and pushed him to
it didn’t sink in. It was not until my
the shower. I started to sweat.
mom started crying that I realized
I wondered how hard it was
my grandpa actually died. I should
for my grandma to take care of
have been crying, but I wasn’t. I felt
my grandpa every day. As I was
detached being half a world away.
washing my grandpa’s feet, he
I held my grandpa’s beanie, which
called me “Ee Pu Ne,” which
my grandma gave to my mother to
translates to beautiful one. I
give to me, and I just sniffed that
could not believe he rememfamiliar scent. It reminded me of
bered me. I knew for sure that
the last time I gave him a hug the
all the memories we shared
night before I left.
were not lost.
My grandpa’s death made me reAt night, before we were
alize that it is my job to make the
going to go to sleep, I asked
most out of my life and try the best
my grandma how Grandin everything I do. It also made me
pa got sick. The doctors told
realize that the time I spend with
him to rest. Instead, Grandpa
my family is precious. Every time
would walk places to meet his
I get mad at my family, I take time
friends. Also, he was a heavy
away from loving them. I used to aldrinker. As a result, Grandpa
ways fight with my mom, but now I
suffered two strokes.
realize that I will only regret fightSince my grandpa was aling in the future.
ways stuck in bed, I realized
I am so happy that I saw my
that he never got to see the out- Justin, in this photo taken when he was a kid, was always close
grandpa before he passed away.
side. I wanted to show him the to his grandpa (left).
Seeing him made me remember
park trail that he and I used to
how much he loved me. I wish I
walk, so I asked him if he wanted to take a look
fuls. I tried my best to be patient and give him
had told him how much I appreciated him
out on the balcony and get some fresh air. I got
smaller portions to eat. After I gave him his
and loved him. I thought I could always do
him in his wheelchair and took him outside.
last spoonful of rice, he said, “Thank you for
this next time, but now it’s too late. I regret
We held hands and enjoyed the view. After a
the dinner, Justin.”
that I didn’t.
while, it got cold and I took him inside. Though
When I had to go, I felt like I was doing somehe did not say anything to me, I felt good. He
thing wrong. Did I spend enough time with my
was always there for me, and helping him was
grandfather? Is this the last time I will see him?
Justin says his
the least I could do to say thanks.
I told him I was leaving, but he had no expresgrandpa was a
When I left, my grandma would have to do
sion. He shook my hand weakly and nodded
great man, and
everything so while I was there I washed the
firmly, and I left.
he hopes he can
dishes, took out the trash and hung the clothes.
After I got home from the trip, I could not
become great,
But the most memorable job I did for her was
stop thinking about Grandpa. How must it feel
too.
feeding Grandpa on the final night of my visit.
to have death so close by? How must it feel to
Grandma admitted that sometimes she would
not be able to do all the things you wanted begrow impatient and feed Grandpa big spoonfore you die because your body restricts you?
March-April 2009 l.a.youth
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By Justin Fulcher
15, Westchester HS

W

henever I look out the window
while on my way to the Challengers Boys and Girls Club in South
Central Los Angeles, I see a brick
building with graffiti that goes
all the way up the side. It’s so high that I’ve wondered how they reached the top, which is more
than 20 feet up. Bricks have fallen off and there’s
graffiti on the sidewalk too. The boarded up building is on an abandoned lot that nobody fixes up. I
can understand why someone who hasn’t lived in
this neighborhood would see this and think that
nobody cares about the community.
But people shouldn’t look at South Central
as bad. There are people who live here who are
trying to make things better. This community,
which I’ve called home my whole life, just needs
a chance.
I first saw how much impact people can have at
the Boys and Girls Club, where I’ve been coming
since I was a little kid. Parents volunteer as homework tutors and help teach knitting and cooking
classes. After working on a documentary about
the community and the people who give back to
it, I see even more clearly how much improvement
people can make. But the community could use
even more people who want to help.
I started working on the documentary in the
fall of 2007 when the former video teacher at the
Boys and Girls Club, Kellen, asked me if I could
help him with a film he wanted to do about South
Central.
old and tagged Billboards
were signs of neglect

The first thing Kellen wanted me to do was
look for billboards in my neighborhood, because
they reflect the type of community we’re living in.
I saw a billboard in Spanish, the “My kitchen, my
rules” billboards and a whole lot for movies. He
also wanted me to tell him about the condition
of the billboards. As I saw the billboards day after
day I noticed that they get tagged and there were
ones for movies that were gone from the theaters.
It seemed like the movie studios advertising the
films didn’t care about us or whether we saw their
movies. And neither did city officials, because
those tags would be up there for months.
Then I wrote down the conditions of vacant
lots and buildings. In the car or on the bus while
I was looking out the window, I’d write down a
street name and what I saw. When I saw vandalism I thought that the people living around there
just probably don’t have enough time to fix it.
Each week during the school year Kellen gave
me a new assignment and questions to answer,
like figuring out what I wanted to say about my
community, describing my family’s values, what
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Seeing the

potential
Making a documentary about my
South Central neighborhood helped
me see that we can make it better

were my favorite places and places I didn’t like. As
I worked on the answers I didn’t always understand how these questions would help us create a
movie, but I had faith that it would work out.
Around spring break, Kellen wanted me to
interview people who are important to me and
who I thought did something good for the community. These interviews were going to be part
of the documentary. My mom and my grandma
jumped to mind right away because they’ve been
such a strong influence in my life by keeping me
on the right track—valuing education and staying
away from drugs, gangs and violence. Mom has
always kept trying to find a better-paying job to
provide for me and my brothers. She had been a
clerk in a nursing office and now she works as a
personal assistant at a trade show company and
makes more money. My grandma always gives
inspirational speeches about not quitting, especially when we want to. I once got really frustrated
building a model roller coaster, but she made me
finish, saying that if I gave up on the roller coaster, I’d become a quitter in the future. There’s no
way I’m going to become a quitter.
I knew I had to include the Challengers Boys
and Girls Club. If there were no Challengers and
the activities it offers, more kids would join gangs
or use drugs. Or they’d be stuck at home because
they’d be afraid to leave their houses. This area
can be dangerous with the gangs around.
I wanted to film interviews with the staff because they’ve all made a difference in my life and
also in thousands of other kids’ lives. They work
with kids every day and make sure that they’re
not getting into drugs or gangs or getting pregnant. I admire the people who work there because they haven’t quit even though some of the
kids don’t always listen. The staff and volunteers
don’t let kids give up on their goals, even when
kids want to give up.
the interviews were challenging

Coming up with interview questions with Kellen was hard. It’s a movie about the importance
of community involvement, so I needed to come
up with questions that would get the people to
talk about how they have been involved in the
community, what they’re doing for kids and why
they’ve chosen to do that.
But the hardest thing about filming the interviews was the background noise. Kellen and
I did the interviews at the Boys and Girls Club
and there was always the sound of feet stomping from kids running around. Another thing
we had to work on was telling the person being
interviewed where to look. We didn’t want them
to look directly at the camera. When people look
directly into the camera it feels like they’re staring at the viewers and that could make the viewers uncomfortable.
I also interviewed people who work and vol-
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unteer at the Southern California Library at Vermont and 61st Street. The Southern California
Library records the history of the neighborhoods
and people in the area. That’s where I learned
about the California Eagle newspaper, one of the
oldest newspapers in the United States that was
written by African Americans. This showed me
how others have tried to improve this area, even
years ago. When you watch this section of the
film, you see that you don’t have to be a big club
like Challengers to help others. You just need to
want to help somebody. The people at the library
saw their work as important because there aren’t
other libraries in this community that preserve
the area’s history like this.
After completing the interviews we had to figure out which parts we wanted to use. We had
10-15 minutes with each of the 12 people we interviewed, and the film is only 16 minutes long.
David, who teaches computers at the Boys and
Girls Club, told an interesting story about a kid
who changed his attitude for the better. But we
decided it would be better to hear it directly from
the student, who we also interviewed.
would people understand
my message?

After six weeks of slow work (I spent about 55
hours editing) everything was finished. Before I
pressed play that first time, I was so happy because I was finally done sitting at the computer.
My first audience was my mom, grandma, auntie and two brothers. We watched it at home and I
was nervous because they could hate it. But they
were happy—my auntie cried. And they didn’t
have to ask what it was about after watching it.
When you can get your audience to understand
most of what you want them to learn then you
know you did a good job.
We showed the film, called Grow, at the Boys
and Girls Club in January. Everybody who saw it
gave me good feedback. One parent told me that
I need to keep doing what I’m doing because if
I don’t, there will be no way for other people to
hear the story of young people living in South
Central. That made me feel good. If we—the
people of this generation and this area—don’t
tell our story, nobody else will. I want people to
change their minds so that after watching this
documentary they will become the type of people who help others.
To get the message out, we entered the film into an independent film festival in Fresno and part
of the movie was show at the Pan African Film
and Arts Festival (PAFF) in Los Angeles. The people at the PAFF really liked it, which meant a lot
because this movie was made about the people
in South Central and many of the people at the
festival were from there. Also, I was on a panel of
young filmmakers at the festival. I was honored
that I got picked. As part of the panel, I wanted
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If we—the people of this
generation and this area—
don’t tell our story, nobody else will.
I want people to change their
minds so that after watching this
documentary they will become the
type of people who help others.
Justin used a camera from the
Boys and Girls Club and the club’s
video production room (above) to
make his documentary. Photos by
Anisa Berry, 17, View Park Prep HS

to make sure people knew that South Central
could be improved.
Since making the movie, which we also posted on YouTube, I’ve changed the way I see things.
Before, graffiti on a sign meant nothing to me because it was so common. Now, I try to figure out
why the person did that. What were they mad
about? Does that person have money problems?
Maybe the person considered it art. Our community should provide a place for that person to do
graffiti that’s legal and offer art instruction. South
Central could use more resources like that.
People here also need more job opportunities. It’s important for businesses and homes
not to end up closed down and boarded up. It’s
also better when parents work closer to home,
so families can spend more time together.
We need more places for teens to go. Maybe a
bigger teen center at the Boys and Girls Club and
a place to learn about college and what majors
might fit you, a tutoring center to help students
pass the exit exam. I also wish there were closer movie theaters (the closest is 30 minutes away
by car) and stuff to do like mini golf and more
parks. Businesses might think that the area is
too dangerous, but I disagree. Nothing has happened to Challengers because it helps the community, and people around here love this place
and wouldn’t mess with it.
But we need other people to donate time and
money and effort. That’s how these neighborhoods could develop and grow. People don’t become successful without someone else helping
them and giving them a chance. That’s what I’ve
been given at Challengers. In the video production room, we have newer cameras, Final Cut Pro
editing software and a green screen. It’s a professional studio, just smaller. Taking the video production classes taught me that I want to have a
future in film.
There’s a building near my house that’s been
empty for as long as I can remember. Why has it
been here for so long like this? Why doesn’t anybody own it or live in it? Every time I see something
like that now, I think, why isn’t this a community
center, restaurant or even a homeless shelter? And
I also think about whether there’s a way I can put
it into a film and raise money so that it could get
fixed up. Before making this movie, I wouldn’t
have thought I could make a difference.

Justin recently
entered a contest
to make a music
video for Usher.
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Join the staff of L.A. Youth
at the next

Newcomer’s Day
No experience necessary.
Artists and photographers welcome too.
Bring your questions and a friend to L.A. Youth at
5967 W. Third St. Suite 301, Los Angeles CA 90036.
Next
tion:
orienta

ay,
Saturd18
Apri. l- noon
11 a.m
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You will be invited to stay for the regular staff
meeting which starts at 1 p.m.

Call (323) 938-9194
e-mail editor@layouth.com
www.layouth.com
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Creative cash

Making and selling my own jewelry is a fun way to earn money
By Solange Rubio
18, Leuzinger HS (Lawndale)

W

hen I’m shopping for jewelry supplies, I get
excited about the endless possibilities. I
walk into a store and there’s a bunch of
beads on strings—turquoise, pink, glittery. I start to brainstorm what I can put
together to make an accessory to sell. Then there are the
charms. I make up my own categories—girly, grungy, romantic, Barbie-themed. I once bought shell charms and made them
into earrings that reminded me of long summer days.
I got into making jewelry the summer before 11th grade because I
was desperate for money. All my friends were searching for jobs and I
knew that pretty soon I would be the only one with the measly $20 allowance. My parents didn’t want me getting a job because they felt
school should be my only focus.
Every time I went to the mall I’d go into Claire’s. I loved the accessories but with the little money I had, an $8 necklace was too
much. That’s when it hit me—I would make my own accessories for
myself and to sell. I thought it would be easy and that I could make
a lot of money fast.
I had no idea where to start. I skipped the “how to” books (it’s hard
enough for me to read assembly instructions). I knew it would be easier
if I learned on my own. I headed to downtown Los Angeles for jewelry supplies since I figured everything was there. I took the bus
with my dad for an hour until we reached the Fashion District.
I was looking for something extravagant with more prints and
colors than the jewelry at Claire’s. It felt like it was meant to
be when I saw big zebra print buttons with thick lines. They
made the bold and retro statement I wanted. I got everything
I needed to make simple earrings: three dozen zebra print
and solid color buttons, and earring backs.
I spent the entire day creating button earrings. I used a
razor to cut off the hook on the back of the button, the part
used to sew them onto clothes, and smoothed it out before gluing on the earring back. As I got tired the razor would slip and cut
me. I started feeling nervous. What would others say
about my earrings? I felt bad spending $40 of my dad’s
money and I hoped it would work out. I was scared
that nobody would like them.
Solange wants
On Monday at summer school I wore the zebra
to make more
print earrings I had made. When someone would
animal print
say, “Your earrings are cute,” I would pop out the
earrings.
box I’d put the earrings in and show them what I’d
made. A couple people bought them for $3 a pair.
It felt too good to be true. Some people came back
the next day and said my earrings fell apart. The glue
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hadn’t dried enough. I was so embarrassed.
I went back and forth to Michaels and Home Depot trying different
glues until I found a brand of jewelry glue that worked. I had more
people wanting them. When I sold out of the zebra earrings, people
would see others wearing them and ask me to make more. I made
about $20 after selling my first eight pairs of earrings. Even though
$20 was what my allowance used to be, it felt different because I had
earned that money on my own.
I wanted to make more money so I made several more trips downtown. Every store has a mood that mirrors its owner. In one store, the
owner is loud and flirty with the female customers, and he jumps from
talking to one person to another. His store is messy and packed with
bold buttons, charms and the oddest beads that are big and
bright with 3-D patterns that remind me of the 70s. Then
there’s the quiet owner who never looks you in the eyes.
This owner’s store is neatly organized with sophisticated, shiny buttons.
The  colorful stores inspire me

Across the street from the jewelry stores are fabric stores
selling red reflective, glittery pink and neon material. Seeing
the patterns on fabrics, beads and buttons gives me ideas of
what I want to make. I feel motivated and inspired.
When I noticed girls at my school getting into charm bracelets and necklaces I began to make them to sell. Some girls wanted a
bunch of charms on their bracelets, some wanted a thick chain, others
asked for customized bracelets that fit their personalities, like charms
of cupids, frogs or teddy bears.
The best part was how willing everyone was to help me. My boyfriend is a good artist. He helped me create cool labels that said “Accessories by Solange.” My friends would make sure to get the word
out about my earrings. And at Christmas my dad got me a tool kit
that let me get the hard stuff done faster, like bending wires into circles so I could hang earrings or put charms on bracelets. I would put
my headphones on and blast electronic music as I worked, experimenting with different designs. When my eyes started hurting I realized hours
had gone by and it was dark outside.
I saved $60 in two months from selling accessories. It’s not
much, but considering I made them on a few Saturdays when
I felt inspired, the amount was pretty good.
At the beginning of senior year I was overwhelmed with
four AP classes and college applications. Little by little I
stopped making jewelry. Now I have a job as a receptionist
at a tax company and I know what it’s like to get paid but
I want to get back to making accessories. It’s something I
really like to do. It makes me feel proud to think that others want something I’ve made. I can’t color inside the lines
or dance. This is my art.

I made about $20 after
selling my first eight
pairs of earrings. Even
though $20 was what
my allowance used
to be, it felt different
because I had
earned that money
on my own.

The stores in
downtown’s Fashion
District are great
places to find beads,
charms and chains
for making jewelry.
Photos by Amani Alexander,
16, Pasadena HS; Jasper
Nahid, 15, New Roads
School (Santa Monica)
and Cathleen McCaffery,
17, Marlborough School
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Have your voice heard at

layouth.com

Poll results from layouth.com:
• 52 percent agreed with the UC system’s decision to no longer require the SAT subject tests.
• 61 percent said President Obama’s number one priority should be fixing the economy.
• 46 percent said their favorite meal is every meal!
To make sure you know when new poll questions and material get posted on our website, go to
layouth.com and register. Registration subscribes you to an e-mail list alerting you when new stories, reviews, videos and polls are posted on layouth.com. Your e-mail address will not be shared with anyone.

Step 1: Go to
www.layouth.com
and click “Register”
on the right side of
the top bar

Step 2: Verify
that you are at
least 13 years
old

Step 3: Complete
registration form

Also at layouth.com:
• Tell us what you think. If you like a

story or hate a story, let us know what you think by
posting a comment (registration required). You can
also vote in a poll.

• Watch videos.
• Web-exclusive stories. Keep up with
the latest movies, music, good restaurants and
news that’s important to teens.

• Find a past story. Type a keyword into

our searchable database and access 10 years worth
of L.A. Youth stories.
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Is cheating OK?
Teens at L.A. Youth say cheating is common at their
schools. When we talked about it at a staff meeting,
students differed on whether cheating is right or
wrong. Some said it’s justified in certain situations
while others said that it’s wrong no matter what.
there’s too much pressure

I believe that cheating is wrong, but
sometimes school can be so stressful
you’re tempted to look at your neighbor’s paper or bring a cheat sheet.
In high school, your main focus is
to get good grades, so you can get
into a good college. When teachers
hound you with homework and give
you a test on top of that, you feel the
need to cheat despite any possible
consequences. Many of my classmates cheat, so when you see them
cheat and get good grades, you want
to as well.
Stacey Avnes, 14, Sherman Oaks
Center for Enriched Studies
learning is what’s
most important

Students should not cheat. It is the student’s responsibility to learn the material for college and life. People should
know that cheating is wrong and feel
some kind of guilt when they do it.
Crystal Huh, 16,
Crescenta Valley HS

on this generation has forced teenagers to cheat. From the constant,
“What did you get?” when grades are
posted, to trying to maintain the 4.0
that elite colleges require as almost
“standard,” students find themselves turning to cheating. Although
I’m pretty mad when I see people
cheat while I study, I think part of
the blame should be put on all the
pressures that kids deal with. If the
dog-eat-dog viciousness in the classroom would cool down, kids would
not cheat. Teenagers cheat so that
they can reach an artificial sense of
success. But people’s morals really
do reflect karma: what goes around
comes around. Just like in Disney
movies, the good guy will win and
the cheater will lose.
Stephany Yong, 15, Walnut HS
studying is easier

It makes me feel good when I have an
opportunity to cheat then don’t. In
eighth grade our math teacher was
way too trusting. We were taking a
test and everyone got up out of their
seats when he left the room. It was
a big cheat fest, but I didn’t. I’d like
to have a report card and say, “this
is my grade.”
Edison Mellor-Goldman, 17,
Los Angeles Center for Enriched Studies

There’s no doubt that cheating is
wrong. Also, it’s unfortunate that
so many students feel the pressure
to cheat. For me, cheating is just a
waste of time because it takes more
effort to cheat than to study. At my
school there is a lot of cheating. I’ve
cheated in the past, but because of
moral reasons, I stopped. I figured
that studying and taking the test
would be easier than working to
cheat. But I can definitely understand the pressure to cheat. I can
see why students cheat, but I don’t
agree with it.
Sharon Kim, 18,
Beverly Hills HS

competition leads
to cheating

students cheat because
they’re overworked

I have never cheated and I think
it’s wrong. Yet the pressure placed

If teens cheat more than ever it’s because they are stressed out more

i resisted temptation
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Illustration by Rachel Chung, University HS, L.A. Youth archives
than ever. I don’t know if it’s right for
teens to do it though. The teens who
are dependent on copying papers
and cheating on exams will never
become used to doings things on
their own. But telling students not
to cheat is not a solution. Teens will
continue to fold under the pressure
because we have no power over how
much work teachers impose on us.
We can’t say, “Wait, hold on, that’s
too much.”
Rene Franco, 17,
Providence HS (Burbank)
i don’t know if it’s
wrong or right

It’s so hard for me to say whether
cheating is wrong or right. I think,
well, cheating is OK if it’s the teacher’s fault. You know, if a teacher isn’t
making the material understandable, you have to do something to

keep your grades up. But it’s not OK
when the motive is just “oh, I’m lazy,” “I’m tired,” “I don’t feel like it,”
or “I would rather sleep in class.”
How can I say whether it’s wrong or
right when it’s both? And how can
I say it’s right when my conscience
says otherwise?
Fiona Hansen, 16,
Marlborough School
do what you have
to do to pass

I think that cheating is OK. As
long as an individual knows that
there are consequences, like getting caught or failing a class, everything should be peachy. Cheating
is looked at as wrong and immoral, but I see that person as determined to pass.
Amani Alexander, 16,
Pasadena HS

i’m too afraid of
getting caught

Many of my classmates don’t think
cheating is a moral issue. There is so
much pressure to get into college
that no one cares if it’s wrong. In
fact, even though I think cheating
is wrong, the fear of getting caught
and ruining my GPA is a stronger
motivator not to cheat than my integrity.
Lia Dun, 17, Marshall HS
Failing is better
than cheating

When people cheat it’s admitting “I
can’t do it, so I’m going to take the
easy way out.” When I see people
cheat, what it tells me is they don’t
believe in themselves that they can
do it. I don’t see what’s wrong with
failing as long as you tried.
Aaron Sayago, 18, Fairfax HS
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Race shouldn’t matter

It used to hurt when other black students teased me for
“being white,” but I no longer care about fitting in
By Britawnya Craft
18, Warren HS (Downey)

A

t my school, Warren High, the majority of the black students hang out
at the table at the center of the lunch
area. This is where you find the cutest guys, and everyone at the table is popular. When I started high school I figured that
hanging out there would be the best way to
meet everybody.
I spent eighth grade at a small private school,
Calvary Chapel Christian School in Downey.
There were only eight black students out of more
than 200 in seventh and eighth grade combined.
Still I never felt out of place while at school; everybody hung out with everybody. I had a couple
black friends and also friends who were Egyptian, Hispanic and white. It was cool to have
friends of different backgrounds at Calvary.
But my cousin, whose friends all were black,
always told me that I needed to hang around
more black people. She never gave a reason
why—to her it was just something I was supposed to do. Maybe she’s right, I thought. I’d
heard it from other people in my family. And I
looked up to my cousin. She was the only girl
cousin I had around my age. I wasn’t going to
change who my middle school friends were because things were cool. But I was ready to try
socializing with black people when I had the
chance.
I wanted to make friends with
other black students

When I started ninth grade at Warren High, I
decided to hang out with people who I thought
I could relate to the most—the people at “the
black table.” The school’s population is mostly Hispanic. I thought that I’d be more comfortable with the other black students because
I’m black.
At first everyone was really nice. Once second semester started though, I noticed that
the people at the table spent a lot of their time
trash-talking others walking by—making fun
of their clothes, their hair, their families, anything. When this happened, I would get up and
pretend I had to go get something from a teacher. I was embarrassed. I didn’t want the person
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they were making fun of to see me.
The gossiping was difficult to listen to but
when they started laughing at the special needs
students I would tear up and leave immediately.
My younger brother and sister each has a developmental disability and when I heard the
comments it broke my heart. I wanted to speak
up for all those people who were ridiculed, but
I didn’t want to become the center of the table’s jokes. The rest of my freshman year was
difficult. I tried my best to fit in even though I
felt out of place. They eventually started making jokes about me. After a few too many, even
some about the way I talked, I learned to always review everything I was about to say in my
head at least three times because I was afraid
of what someone might say about me.
But the worst thing happened at the end of
freshman year. I was talking to a friend about
this guy I had a crush on. I told her, “Oh my
gawd dude! He is soooo freaking cute, man.”
A girl standing nearby had overheard my
conversation and interrupted, saying, “You’re
black, it’s ‘n**ga’ not ‘dude.’ Quit being so
f***ing white!”
I didn’t know what to say. I was upset that a
stranger had spoken that way to me, but what
was I going to do? Lash out at her for telling me
I’m too white when even members of my family had said that before. So I did the only thing
I knew how to do. I just didn’t think about it,
even though it hurt. A lot.
I felt like no one in my family understood
how I felt. My older brother wasn’t the type to
talk about his feelings, even though we’ve experienced the same treatment. Whenever I asked
him why he didn’t hang out with the black students at school, he wouldn’t answer. He would
just look at me, laugh and ask “Why does it matter?” Since he was on track and field he would
usually hang out with his track friends, who
were mostly Hispanic.
Sophomore year I decided that I wasn’t going to take any more crap. At first I stayed at the
table because I thought that since the seniors
had left, things would be better. But I continued being the target of their jokes. I would get
laughed at for using “like” a lot or for using a
bigger word in place of a simpler one.
After about a month of this, I felt like I had to

get out of there. I had hardly anything in common with them, so why was I there? Even if I
got a book on how to be black, it wouldn’t matter because whatever I did was wrong to them.
This one time I showed my friend a picture of
this white guy who I was talking to.
“Britawnya! Eww,” she said. “What the f***?
He’s white. What is wrong with you!?”
It hurt a lot that a good friend of mine had a
problem with a guy I liked just because of his
skin color. But if I ever said that a black guy was
cute, they’d say, “Britawnya, no. Just no. He’s
not going to want your white a**.”
I couldn’t win. If these people were supposed
to be my friends, then why did I feel so alone?
I continued to hang out at the table until
October because I was afraid that if I left, they
would talk about me the way they had talked about others. But things got worse. They
would make fun of me for trying to get help

Lunch became a
new experience.
I couldn’t wait for
it now because I
would get to see
my friends. I never
had to second
guess myself or
rehearse what I
was going to say.
I began to feel
comfortable with
myself and who I
was becoming.

with homework, or when my phone went off
because I had a Rolling Stones ringtone. When
they wouldn’t stop calling me “the white girl”
even after I pleaded with them, I knew I had
to leave the table.
I decided to spend some time hanging out
with my two best friends Kirstin and Vanessa. Kirstin has been my best friend since first
grade; I grew up with her family, she grew up
with mine. We’re exactly alike. We like the same
music, movies and clothes. The only difference
is that she is white and I am black. Although
Kirstin and I attended Warren together, we did
not hang out at school. She had her friends and
I was trying not to intrude on them. We hung
out on weekends and during the summer.
Vanessa, who is Hispanic, and I are completely different. We have different taste in music, clothes, movies and lifestyles. But we’ve
been as close as sisters since fourth grade. Her
family even accepted me as if I was a part of
their family. She transferred to Warren her
sophomore year so she could spend more time
with Kirstin and me.
I love my friends, but I could not tell them
about what was happening at school. I felt that
I had to take care of the problems I was having
at the table on my own. No matter how much I
wanted my friends to understand, they never
would be able to. I wanted to fit in with people
of my race, because I never really had.
I was judged for talking to my
white and hispanic friends

Before I actually moved tables, I decided to
start visiting Kirstin and Vanessa where they
sat during snack for 10 minutes just to see how
things would go if I left. In that first week of my
experiment, I was getting ready to head over
and say hi, and I told this girl I was talking to
that I would be right back.
“Oh what, now you gonna go hang out with
your white friends?” she said.
“My white friends?” I replied. “Race is only skin deep, and I choose to hang out with
them for who they are, not what they are.” I
took a sharp turn and walked away, my head
held high. They snickered as I walked away,
but while walking toward my friends I realized that I needed to switch where I ate lunch
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permanently. A few minutes later, a lot of the
girls from the table came over.
“What’s your problem?” one of the girls
asked.
“Nothing” I said. I was so nervous. There
were 20-plus eyes staring me down.
“Then what was that about?” she asked.
“She was calling my friends white, and they’re
not even white. They’re mainly Mexican,” I said.
“I just didn’t appreciate what she said.”
“So, what’s the big deal?” she said. “They
are white.”
I just shrugged my shoulders and turned
away. There was no point arguing with her.
I realized that the table was no place for me.
Their ignorance showed me that I had absolutely nothing in common with them, and it
was time for me to leave. I haven’t eaten there
since.
Once I left they said more things about me.
Right after Christmas break, I wore a denim
jumpsuit to school. As I was walked past the
table it got silent and everyone stared at me. I
continued walking and as soon as I turned the
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corner everyone started laughing really loudly. I was so embarrassed. I didn’t know what I
had done wrong. All I could think about was
changing schools and getting out of Warren. I
ran to the bathroom and cried. I never wanted to leave that bathroom stall.
The day after it happened I felt so hurt that
I didn’t go to school. For days, I replayed that
moment in my head, knowing that it was me
they were laughing at because no one else
had been around. I never wanted to tell anyone about what happened, not even my best
friends. I was too hurt. It was an entire table I
once called my area, filled with my peers. But
I had only one thing in common with them—
we were born black. At that moment, I felt as if
I was born the wrong color, because they were
never going to accept me.
For the next month, I tried to avoid the table
by running to the bathroom at lunch or even
spending time in a teacher’s class. Although I
wanted to tell someone, what could someone
else do to make things better? Time is what really helped me get over it.

The people in my new group of school
friends are mostly Hispanic. I met my new
group of friends through classes and through
Kirstin. Sitting with them at lunch, I could finally be me. I didn’t have to be embarrassed
about the music I listened to, the things I wanted to talk about or studying. Once when I needed to study for a test at home I turned off my
phone for a few hours because I needed to focus. Suddenly there was a knock at my door. It
was two of my friends eager to help me study.
While looking into their faces at my door, I realized that they would always have my back.

would never judge them for who they are, because I would never want someone to judge
me for who I am.
I know who I am and I know that being black
doesn’t mean that I have to act a certain way.
Looking back I wish I had spoken up, like with
the special needs students. Now I would tell the
students making fun of them to stop and leave
them alone. I would not care that I would get
made fun of, because standing up for those students would be the right thing to do. My friends
taught me that I would rather be hated for who
I am than loved for who I am not.

this is where i belong

Lunch became a new experience. I couldn’t
wait for it now because I would get to see my
friends. I never had to second guess myself or
rehearse what I was going to say. I began to
feel comfortable with myself and who I was
becoming.
I learned that people are going to talk no
matter what. I understand that there are some
people I won’t naturally connect with. But I

Britawnya
says that you
shouldn’t worrry
about those who
don’t like you for
who you are.
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Finally proud to be Korean
After years of jokes, a holiday that celebrates strength showed me a positive side to my culture
By Jean Park
15, Harvard-Westlake School (North Hollywood)

A

few months ago another student and
I were doing homework together and
we both had math projects due the
next day. He hadn’t started his. He
asked me joking around, “Oh you’re Asian, can
you finish this project for me?” I was annoyed
because I hear jokes all the time about Asians
being smart at math.
At school I’ve always had to put up with jokes
about my culture. When I was little, the joke
boys made was to stretch their eyes to make
them smaller. They were making fun of Asian
people, Koreans included. Kids would always
laugh. I started to believe that being Asian was
a bad thing and I didn’t want to be Korean.
I didn’t have pride in my Korean culture because I didn’t know a lot about it. I was born and
raised in California and I couldn’t speak Korean that well. When my family had Korean food
for dinner, I didn’t know it was part of my culture. I just thought my mom liked really weird
food, like octopus in a bowl of spicy soup. We
had lots of spicy dishes and seafood. (I was a
picky eater and usually only ate the rice.)
When I was 9, the Korean national soccer
team placed fourth during the 2002 World
Cup. My parents would rush to get home to
turn on the TV because a soccer game was on.
I watched with my parents and when our team
would score my parents would jump up and
down and scream. I fed off my parents’ excitement. I even clipped out a picture from a local
newspaper of the team in front of the Korean
flag and taped it in a binder. I was a little excited but I still didn’t see being Korean as an important part of me. Being Korean was more like
a label than part of who I was. I felt like a student in the Harry Potter books. Whatever house
I was put in was the house I cheered for.

My grandma
let me borrow
her old
traditional
Korean dress.
She told me
that when
she first put
it on she felt
like a queen. I
felt the same
way as her.

even my friends made me feel bad

Throughout middle school, I still didn’t want
to be Korean. One time, a friend looked at a
guy I said was cute, scoffed, and said, “ew, he’s
Asian,” implying she didn’t see him as attractive because he was Asian. That was basically
pointing out that all Asians are unattractive.
That hurt me the most because she was my
good friend.
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Photo by Fiona Hansen, 16, Marlborough School
I even got the feeling that there’s nothing
good about being Korean from other Koreans.
They would complain that their eyes were too
small, implying that they weren’t as pretty as

people with bigger eyes. A common Asian feature is the “single eyelid,” which doesn’t fold.
I have a double eyelid that folds, making my
eyes look bigger than most Koreans.

“You’re Korean? Why are your eyes so
big?”
“Did you ever get surgery to make them
bigger?”
These were the types of questions I was
asked about my eyes. It seemed like such a big
deal to the people who asked me, who were
mostly Korean. When I visited my cousin in
Korea, I tried to squint as much as I could so
my cousin wouldn’t comment on the shape of
my eyes. It didn’t work. It just made me look
weird and hurt my eyes.
In ninth grade, my friend, who is Korean,
had surgery to give her a double eyelid. Other kids and I were so shocked that she got surgery. I felt like her wanting bigger eyes didn’t
justify the surgery. It felt like she didn’t want
to be or look Korean.
I couldn’t find any reason to be proud of
my culture. But I understood that I could never change who I am. I tried ignoring the jokes.
I still got hurt but I figured it was no use trying
to defend myself and my culture because it felt
like me against my whole school.
A day for thanks

Later that year, I started learning more about
my culture. While I was taking a break from
my homework, I got sidetracked. I didn’t have
a chance to give my brother a gift for his birthday so I was Googling a holiday when I could
give him a late present. I read about a Korean
holiday called Chusok, which is like a Korean
Thanksgiving. It’s a time when the Korean people thank their ancestors and family. During
Chusok, houses are decorated with the mugunghwa, which is a flower representing the
strength and perseverance of the Korean people. I was excited to learn about things I never
knew. I saw a beautiful side of the Korean culture rather than what other people see, which
are jokes to laugh at.
Since the holiday was coming up, I asked my
parents if we could celebrate it at our house.
They seemed doubtful, but agreed anyway. I
bought traditional decorations and really tried
to imitate how Chusok was celebrated. I went
to Michaels to get bright orange and red paper
lanterns and to Pier 1 Imports to get pictures
that symbolized Korean history. One was of a
Korean battle with soldiers in their uniforms.
To learn the dance performed during Chusok, I watched videos on YouTube and prac-
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ticed the steps. I asked my grandma and my
mother’s friends to make dishes to bring to
our house.
On Sept. 14, Chusok day, my brother and I
hung the lanterns outside. My grandma made
perfect rice and we bought 10 bouquets of mugunghwa. Friends and relatives gathered in my
family’s living room and everyone in my family dressed in traditional Korean garments—
rainbow-colored dresses for the women and
colorful pants and shirts for guys. My grandma let me borrow her old traditional Korean
dress and my parents dug through closets for
theirs. I’m not into dressing up and my grandma’s not either but she told me that when she
first put it on she felt like a queen. I felt the
same way as her.
To begin the celebration, my parents served
soups, rice, a bowl of boiled octopus, kimchi
(spicy pickled cabbage) and other dishes. I even
took one little bite of the octopus because I was
so into everything. I thought “hey, why not,”
but I couldn’t make myself eat it because it felt
squishy and smelled so bad. We danced as my
relatives played traditional upbeat Korean music on the drums. Everyone was laughing and
having a good time. By midnight, everybody
made a wish as each person blew out a candle in the room. Chusok was over, but I will
always remember it.
After the holiday, I knew that what people
were saying at school wasn’t true. Before I had
tried to ignore it even though it still got to me.
Now I don’t have to try. I don’t care what they
say. Korean culture isn’t how kids at school
depict it.
My grandma always told me stories about
her childhood, but I would pretend to listen
to make her happy, even though I was really
thinking of something else. Now I appreciate
her stories because they’re about how she grew
up in Korea, like celebrating holidays.
My culture seems more personal than it was
before. It’s not just a label. When I think about
my culture, I’m proud of the little things that we
still have even though we’re in America and not
Korea, like using chopsticks and Korean BBQ
restaurants. It’s more a part of me now. I don’t
just have Korean heritage, I am Korean.

Jean hopes
people see that
all cultures
are uniquely
beautiful,
including their
own.
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“The food—
pozole, menudo, tacos.
That’s what I like
to eat. My favorite
is tacos.”
Victor Magana, 14,
Jordan HS Freshman
Academy (Long Beach)

“I’m Mexican. We’ve been
through so much and
we’re still here together
unified. How we
celebrate things, it’s
awesome. Cinco de
Mayo. The food, the
music, how we bring the
whole family together to
celebrate.”
Willy Moncada, 15, Jordan HS Freshman Academy

“I’m proud because a lot
of African Americans
don’t make it through
school at my age but
I’m trying. There’s been
a lot of trouble with
African Americans and
they still try hard to
stay strong.”
Ruth James, 14, Jordan HS Freshman Academy

“I like how they fight to
better their lives. In
Mexico, they struggle to
survive, to earn money.
They risk their lives to
come to the U.S. so their
families can have a
better life. My mom did
that for me so we could
have better things than she did.”
Erick Gonzalez, 17, Morningside HS (Inglewood)

“I love the variety of
dances my [Latino]
culture has, as well as
the variety of people. We
could all look different
and belong to the same
culture.”
Samantha Ortega, 17,
Lynwood HS

“I think it’s really
interesting that there is
such cultural diversity
in the Philippines. A lot
of us aren’t just pure
Filipino, some of us are
also mixed with
Portuguese, Malaysian,
Spanish and Mexican.
I’m proud of the fact that a lot of
Filipinos are nurses and caregivers and it just
shows that most of us of are really
compassionate people.”
Mariel Villalon, 17, Providence HS (Burbank)

“I love British history,
especially the Crusades
and any classic story
that has to do with
knights. I love
having something in
common with some of
my favorite stories in
British literature.”
Max Navarro, 16, Providence HS

“Whenever I meet anyone
who is Ukrainian, I feel a
connection to them. I
love this feeling because
it makes me feel part of
something much bigger
than myself. I also love
how much emphasis is
put on family gatherings.
Being with family is the greatest thing in the
world for me. Plus the food we have is amazing
and beats any fast food stuff
you’d find here.”
Andrea Kusina, 17, Providence HS

What makes
you proud
about your
culture?
“I feel my culture is
beautiful music. The
music represents all of
us, our own rhythms,
our own feel to certain
things. I like rap. It
expresses the pain in
our culture. It also tells
you how to overcome it
and keep your head up.”
Tyrell Bell, 16, Morningside HS

“I like the beaches.
My parents are from El
Salvador. They’ve
shown me pictures.
There are certain cities
where the beach is very
nice. The water is
cleaner there, it looks
more pure. I’d like to go.”
Samuel Ramos, 17, Morningside HS

“Well, I like
that we do
everything together.
Our foods are great.
I mean, being
Italian and Mexican,
it’s all about food.”
David Pelayo, 15, Lynwood HS

“I’m proud of my Belizean
culture because of its
social and musical
aspects. Belizeans are
really sociable people.
My dad is a very friendly
and outgoing person
and I try to be as well. I
also enjoy the popular
Belizean music, reggae, which both my parents
listen to often.”
Briana Bedran, 15, Warren HS (Downey)

“I’m proud of the
hardships my family
faced to come here to
this country. The way
my family shared
these experiences with
me will help me with
my future.”
Elizabeth Gramillo, 13,
Southeast MS
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We need more support

Foster youth say the system should do more to make sure they’re ready to be on their own
The thing that makes the biggest difference in helping foster youth succeed is the support they
get from caring adults. This is what youth in the foster care system said during a recent discussion
at UCLA, which was sponsored by the UCLA School of Public Affairs. Foster youth age out of the
system and are on their own, which is called emancipating, at age 18. They are often not prepared to
live on their own and don’t know about services they’re eligible for, like housing and college financial
aid. Nearly half of foster youth emancipate without completing high school. Within 18 months of
emancipating, 20 percent become homeless. California is considering letting youth stay in foster care
until age 21. This would help them stay connected to the caring adults and services that are crucial to
their success as they become adults. All of the foster youth on the panel thought that was a good idea.
The following are selected comments from six
current and emancipated L.A. County foster
youth, who spoke on a panel about aging out.
What are your goals? Who’s
helping you reach your goals?

Naomi: I’ve been in foster care all my life.
[It’s been] rough because most of the foster parents I was with was just there for the money. I
think about becoming an adult all the time.
U.J.: I live with someone that really cares.
My foster mom talks to me about [being on
my own] and my grandmother, they prepared me.
Gardenia: My plans for the future are to
graduate from high school and apply to Pepperdine or Princeton University. Since the beginning my foster parents, they’ve always been
there for me. They advise me. My school, they
also prepare us for college by giving us college
classes at Trade Tech.
Stephen Conteh (UC Davis graduate): It’s
a scary world out there once you’re out of the
system, the real world. All the different things
you have to do, paying your bills. I had no idea
what life was going to be like after foster care
… My social worker helped me quite a lot …
My high school college counselor was very
instrumental in making all the information
available to me, all of the fee waivers and the
different things that helped me with the SATs
and applying to all the different schools. I credit her with the 25-plus schools I was able to
get into.
Ashley D. Williams (UCLA freshman): I was
always a determined kid. I refused to be like my
family. I saw myself going to college and doing something big with my life. … I was living
in a foster home for about two to three years.
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My foster parent learned that she was no longer going to be getting a check for me. One day
I came home and all my things were put out on
the porch. I had always had a mentor. When
I moved out that was the first person I called.
Eventually I moved in with her before I moved
onto campus at UCLA.
Jasmine Reynolds (San Diego State graduate): Michael Williams, he’s the social worker
of the year, of the decade. He still calls me to
this day and I am 25. Before I had him we had
a social worker that did not come at all. United Friends of the Children, they’re a nonprofit
organization. They helped me with a scholarship. They sent cards, asked how I was doing. That’s very helpful too because when you
don’t have a supportive family who’s encouraging you but you have outside people, that
definitely helped me.
How can the foster care
system help youth succeed?

Gardenia: I think that they [foster youth
who have aged out] go to a shelter or they’re
just in foster care not knowing what to do because of the lack of information. I think that’s
what we need.
Stephen: In a foster home where it’s just
business they only do the bare minimum that’s
required of them. … The foster home I was at
there were four boys and only two of us ended up going to college. It’s not the fault of their
own but the lack of support and lack of structure around them. I guess the only difference
is I had a great social worker.
Ashley: I’ve lived with a fistful of broken
promises. I think it needs to be mandated
that you have some type of support system in
each foster home and each group home. And

it’s not just about a check but it’s about them
[the kids].
Jasmine: Being supportive, having someone that sticks around and who is a woman or
man of their word. My mentor and all the people in my life have been consistent and I think
that’s very important. … Once you are emancipated they have housing programs for lowincome people. A lot of people don’t know that
so they go out in the streets. That goes back to
the social worker and the lack of information
they have. There are a lot of transitional living [housing] programs all over L.A. and a lot
of people don’t know about that.
Should foster youth be able to
stay in the system until age 21?

Naomi: When they turn 18 some of them
don’t have a place to go. Some of their families turn their backs on them.
Gardenia: Even if we go off to college we
still need the support. I met this person who
was 18 and he didn’t know what he was going to do with his life so I think it’s really good
if you can stay in the foster care system until you’re 21.
Ashley: I think it’s really great because
nobody puts their real kid out at 18. It’s being
realistic.
Jasmine: I’m happy because right after I
graduated from high school I went on to San
Diego State and I didn’t have any money toward
my housing. I went to court and I fought. I was
like, “I need some more money.” They had
expensive rent for $900. I couldn’t work at the
time. They’re like, “We can’t do it, you’re 18,
we can’t keep you on the services.” I fought
and they appealed it for six months. That extra
money came in handy.
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Calling all foster youth
in Los Angeles County
Do you want to let
other teens know what
foster care is like?
Here’s your chance.
L.A. Youth is looking for foster youth
ages 14 to 18 who want to write an
article to be published in L.A. Youth.

By joining L.A. Youth,
you can:
❒ earn $100 for each story published
❒ Improve your writing skills
by working with an editor
❒ help other foster youth
by sharing your experiences
❒ inform others about “the system”

Getting away from drugs,
gangs and
other bad
influences helped Contact
me Editor Amanda Riddle at
straighten out my (323)
life 938-9194

Foster Youth Editor Amanda Riddle (right) works with a writer on his story.

H
H

www.layouth.com

or ariddle@layouth.com

Invite Amanda to speak at your school, group home
or foster agency about writing for L.A. Youth.

Got questions?
Go to layouth.com and click on the
Foster Youth link to learn more and read
stories written by foster youth.
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I found great schools
at the right price
As the youngest of three siblings,
public colleges fit my family’s budget

Illustration by
Brian Lopez-Santos, 17,
Marshall HS
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By Aaron Siegal-Eisman
17, Los Angeles Center for Enriched Studies

I

am the youngest of three siblings. My sister and brother went to their first choices
for college. My sister wanted to go to a small
Jewish school that was not too far from our
house. She felt that American Jewish University
in Bel-Air was a good fit. My brother really liked
Syracuse University in New York. He wanted to
get away and meet new people and Syracuse’s
S.I. Newhouse School of Public Communications has a good journalism program.
At first, I wasn’t worried about the cost of
college because my parents let both of my siblings go to their first choices, which weren’t dependent on cost. But because of their decisions,
money is an issue and I had to find a school
that fits me, but is also affordable. My parents
are going to help me pay for college but I’ll also need to take out loans. They don’t want me
to owe a lot of money like my siblings by going
to an expensive college.
In ninth grade, I started getting excited about college because I was taking a
life skills class and did a project on Boston College because I had a neighbor
who was a sophomore there. I did
an eight-page report on everything
about the private school, like academics, sports, food, etc. It made
me want to go there. It’s only six
miles from Boston. I imagined
going to a Celtics game with
friends. I liked that there’s
a sense of history on the
East Coast, where buildings are 200 years old, unlike in Los Angeles where
a 20-year-old building
might be historic. My
neighbor really liked the
school. He had an apartment with his friends just
three miles from Fenway
Park, the oldest stadium
in baseball, where the Red
Sox play.
I felt like staying close to a
major city, which would give me
opportunities to get internships and
jobs after college. I also wanted to go out of
state because I wanted to meet people from

different parts of the country. I wanted to go
to a school with a Division I sports program
because I love watching sports. I’ve seen college football games on TV where the fans have
their shirts off in the freezing cold with their
chests painted. They have a lot of pride in their
school and I wanted a sports team to be proud
of and root for.
Besides Boston College, I was thinking of
going to NYU or another New York City school
since I had relatives in Buffalo, New York, and
a brother in Syracuse and could visit them on
holidays. I could see myself taking the subway
and going to classes in the city. I could see myself cheering for New York teams like the Yankees and the Jets.
I knew I wanted to
study journalism

In 11th grade, I got more interested in sports
journalism. I think it would be fun to be a sports
journalist because of the chance to interview
famous athletes and travel to cities around
the country. My journalism teacher told the
class that Northwestern University was a great
school. Northwestern has one of the best journalism programs in the nation (Medill School
of Journalism). When I learned it was in Chicago I got excited. It’s a big city with sports teams
I could cheer for. I could see myself going there,
even though it cost nearly $54,000 a year in total expenses.
I wasn’t thinking about cost because my sister and brother got to go where they wanted.
I knew my brother’s tuition was expensive. I
couldn’t see why my parents couldn’t give me
an education that cost the same.
My sister’s school, American Jewish University (AJU), costs $34,000 per year, including tuition, room and board and other costs. My sister
graduated this past May. She is looking for a job
so that she can pay off the $70,000 in college
loans that she and my parents split.
During my freshman year, my brother was
looking at colleges that had great broadcast
journalism programs. Since he didn’t have the
best grades he applied early decision to Syracuse and signed a contract stating that if he
gets in, he has to go to the school. My brother got in and was bound to Syracuse, which is
about $48,000 in total costs per year.
So far he has taken out $70,000 in loans to
split between my parents and him. My brother took off the fall semester of his junior year
help my parents out. He was angry that they
told him to stay home, take classes in L.A. and
earn money. He took classes at Santa Monica
College, which Syracuse accepted as credits.
He also worked part-time at Blockbuster and
sold a lot of stuff on eBay, from books to video
games. He saved money living at home, plus
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made about $5,000 for tuition and living expenses. He went back to Syracuse for the spring
semester.
I didn’t think cost was a factor until the second semester of my junior year, when my parents made it a factor. They told me, “You should
not look at private colleges or schools that go over
the total cost of $35,000 a year.” It felt unfair. It
seemed like my siblings got better opportunities
than me because I am the youngest. “Why can’t
I get as fair an education as my brother?” I asked.
My mom said there’s no such thing as fair and
unfair. “Life isn’t fair, deal with it,” she said.
I saw this wasn’t a joke. They wanted to make
it clear that I needed to look at colleges that
would be affordable for me and them. My dad
already says he’s going to be working until we’re
all out of college. They wanted me to see that I
could get as good an education as my brother
and sister at a public school. They didn’t want
me to have to pay so much for college.
Still, I tried to find a way to afford my top
choices. I went on FastWeb.com and other
websites and researched scholarships . I realized
I wouldn’t make enough through scholarships to
pay for a $50,000-a-year school. I was thinking,
maybe I could live with my uncle in Boston and
save on housing costs. But that would save me
only $8,000 a year. I was bitter for a while, but
my parents told me, “You might not go to the
school you’ve always wanted but it’s not the end
of the world.”
From then on my college search changed. I
took all of the private schools off my list. I looked
for schools that cost less than $35,000 a year.
In July, I started with 20-30 schools for which
my SAT scores and grades were around their
average. I took a quiz called College Search on
collegeboard .com that helped me find my likes
and dislikes with colleges.
i discovered public schools
I hadn’t even heard of

As I started doing research, I saw that there
are more options for journalism than Sycracuse
or Northwestern and they would be cheaper.
The search that helped me most was when I
typed in “best journalism schools” and “colleges with sports journalism” in search engines
like Google and Yahoo. I found out about the
John Curley Center for Sports Journalism at
Penn State. There are maybe only five sports
journalism programs in the country. I was excited that there was such a great program for
a specific field.
I bought the Princeton Review book The
Best 368 Colleges. It helped because I read lists
like “Best College Newspaper,” which helped
me cut some schools. Lastly, I went on my top
schools’ websites to look for more information on their journalism programs, like what
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courses were offered. I did a lot of research because this was an important decision that will
change my future.
By the end of the summer, I narrowed my
list down to 12 schools. During September of
my senior year, my dad and I took an East Coast
tour of Penn State, University of Pittsburgh and
University of Maryland, three of the schools on
my list. At Penn State, I met an advisor at the
College of Communications. He drove us to a
press conference with Brent Musburger, a famous sportscaster. I actually met the director of the sports journalism center, who took
us inside the new baseball stadium. After the
tour I could see myself going there. I liked the
atmosphere and devotion to sports the students have.
What I liked about Maryland was that the
Merrill College of Journalism had distinguished
alumni like Connie Chung and sports reporters Jimmy Roberts and Bonnie Bernstein. Plus,
Maryland is just a 15-minute bus ride from
Washington D.C.
I realized that Pittsburgh wasn’t the school
for me because it didn’t have a journalism major. I hadn’t looked into whether it had a journalism major because I loved the location and
great basketball program. I also didn’t like the
campus because it was a bunch of big buildings, instead of smaller, specialized building
for each college of study.
From these tours Maryland and Penn
State became my first and second choices
because of their great journalism programs
and locations.
I started cutting my list down. I took off the
University of Florida because the campus was
too large. I also cut the University of Pittsburgh
and three more schools, the University of Illinois, University of Connecticut and University of Texas. I had my final list of seven schools
by Oct. 1.
I made a spreadsheet of the colleges I was
applying to that included categories like total
cost, journalism program, location and sports.
After I finished, my dad and I talked about the
schools that were on my list and why I liked
them. We talked a lot about the cost for each
school and what we could afford.
My dad liked my choices, but wanted me
to add some Cal States to my list just in case I
didn’t get into the out-of-state schools. There
aren’t a lot of schools in California with journalism programs, which is why I looked out of
state. I added two Cal States, Cal State Fullerton
and San Francisco State, that I thought were
“super safeties” (I had a 100 percent chance of
getting in). That made my final list nine colleges—five out-of-state and four in-state.
The schools I liked in order were the University of Maryland, Penn State University, Indiana

college search tips
I am all done with college applications
and I’ll soon decide what school I’m
going to. I want to share what I’ve
learned about the college search
process with other teens. It was
manageable because I started early
and used books and resources on
the Internet. Have an open mind
because there are thousands of
colleges. The most important thing
is to find a school that fits you.
■ By your junior year, get to know your
college counselor. They have many resources, such as books and college
pamphlets, and you can get advice from
them on colleges and scholarships.
■ Start your college search by the
second semester of your junior year.
Start by finding schools that fit your
SAT or ACT scores and average grade
point average.
■ Think about what you want in a college. Do you want a large or a small college? Do you want a school known for

University, University of Wisconsin, University of Oregon, UC Santa Barbara, UC Davis,
Cal State Fullerton and San Francisco State.
All of these schools cost between $20,000 and
$32,000 a year.
There are lots of schools
that could fit you

It was fun looking at different colleges, like
was it in a small rural town or big city? There
are so many schools and so many choices. You
can find five to 10 schools that fit you and what
you want in a school. You might think that the
University of California schools (UCs) are cheap
with $8,000 in annual tuition, but including
housing and other expenses, they cost about
$24,000 a year for in-state students. When you
look outside of the state you can find just as
good of an education at a school that possibly is cheaper.
To pay for college, my family and I will look
for loans, grants and scholarships. Hopefully,
my college will give out financial aid for things
like already having a sibling in college. I will also try to find a job while I’m in college to help
pay the cost.
The College Center at my school, Los Angeles Center for Enriched Studies, has butterflies on the door that have the student’s name

its sports or academics? How important is location? Asking questions like
these will help you come up with a good
list of colleges.
■ Talk to your parents about
how much they are willing to pay.
Keep in mind that you can look for
scholarships to lower the cost and
apply for student loans. Talking with
my parents helped make my search
more realistic and helped me narrow
down the colleges on my list.
■ By the beginning of senior year, you
should have a list of colleges that you
want to apply to. This gave me time to
work on applications and essays, so
that I wasn’t late on any deadlines.
■ If you can, plan a trip to colleges in
the same area. Include visits to sports
facilities, advisors, dorms, cafeterias or
whatever you’re interested in. Also explore the town or city the college is in.
■ Deadlines are important. Get your
applications and recommendations in
early. Turning in things at the last minute will cause you stress.
—Aaron Siegal-Eisman

and what schools they have gotten into. Last
year whenever I would go in to ask the college
counselor questions or do research on the computer, I would see the butterflies. I liked some
of the schools the seniors were going to, like
NYU. I could imagine myself going to a campus like that.
At first I felt like the world was ending when
I had to consider costs but I realized my parents were looking out for my best interests by
telling me to find a school that is affordable so
I won’t end up with a lot of debt. Now I have a
butterfly on the door of the College Center with
five schools that have accepted me so far. I’ll
be finding out if I got in to the other schools
soon. They are all great schools that fit me. I’d
be happy going to any of the schools I applied
to, not just my number one school.

Aaron will be
choosing a college
in the next month
and hopes his
parents are
happy with his
choice.
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By Ellen Hopkins
Reviewed by Caitlin Bryan
16, Valley Alternative Magnet School (Van Nuys)

C

rank by Ellen Hopkins is a suspenseful book. Even
though it is fiction, Hopkins wrote it based on her
daughter’s experience with crank (slang for meth).
One summer 16-year-old Kristina went to visit
her dad in Albuquerque for three weeks. While there,
Kristina, a shy honors student who is the perfect girl
and perfect daughter, became a girl named Bree. She
created an alter ego because she wanted to be free
from her family, try new things and have fun. As Bree,
she met a boy named Adam, and Adam introduced
Bree to the monster (crank). She had fun and fell in
love with Adam. When Kristina returned home she
had to become herself again to fit in with her family.
But Bree kept trying to come out and Kristina kept
trying to put her back in, and soon Kristina lost herself
and became addicted to crank.
As Bree took over, Kristina had to lie to her mom,
her stepfather and her friends. She went looking for
crank and found new friends, who mostly wanted her
to get high with them. Soon her life is out of control
and something happens that forces Kristina to leave
Bree behind and ask for help from her parents and her
friends.

Song of the
Buffalo Boy
By Sherry Garland
Reviewed by Daniel Choi
14, Carmenita MS (Cerritos)

W

hen I was young, I read books, saw movies and
read comics about the Vietnam War. Still I
did not know much about it, and had questions like
whether the Vietnamese hated America from then on,
and did Vietnam suffer economic problems after the
war? Song of the Buffalo Boy by Sherry Garland answered those questions and more.
This book explains how life was for the Vietnamese
after the Vietnam War, like how the American soldiers
left their racially mixed children behind in Vietnam.
The fictional story focuses on a girl named Loi. Her
father was an American, and he went back to America
after the war, leaving her behind.
Neighbors made fun of Loi every day, just because
her father was an American. Her mother would barely
talk about her father. Throughout the book Loi wonders
who this mysterious man was, and blames him for all
the pain he caused Loi and her mom. Eventually, she
tries to learn more about him and is faced with a choice
of whether to go to the United States to meet her father
or remain in Vietnam and marry her boyfriend.
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The book was boring in the beginning when it was
about her family but when she created her alter ego
and tried meth I wanted to know if she was going to
become addicted or never want to do it again.
Although I cannot relate to what happened to
Kristina, I had all these emotions going through me as
I was reading. I was happy when she fell in love with
Adam, mad at her parents when they gave her “GUFN”
(Grounded Until Further Notice), and I cried during
other parts.
I found Crank interesting because of the way the
story is written. Crank has no chapters, but is written
as a series of poems that all fit together to tell a story.
This makes the book easy to read and easy to follow
because everything is straightforward. Each poem is
descriptive and you feel like you are there watching
it happen. Hopkins kept the book very suspenseful—
sometimes you don’t know if it’s Kristina or Bree
talking and you have to keep reading to understand
the whole story.
The author recommends this book to anyone who
is 13 and older. I think it’s more for an older audience
because Hopkins uses some profanity and writes
about Kristina’s experiences with sex and drugs.
Because it was based on her daughter’s own life I did
feel like the story was realistic. I enjoyed reading it.

Books

Crank

I always thought that
the United States
won the Vietnam War,
but Garland’s book
made me question
my assumption.
I always thought that the United States had won
this war, but Garland’s book made me question my
assumption. Were the Americans really losing? And
why would they be in such a hurry to retreat that they
would even leave their children behind? Did they lose
to the Vietnamese? I think that Garland wanted to tell
everyone how seriously people in Vietnam are suffering even now. This is a thrilling and heart-breaking book about a girl searching for answers about her
father.
Song of the Buffalo Boy inspired me and taught me
that there are other children like Loi affected by war. I
think this is a good book that shows why teens in L.A.
should care about what happens to others around the
world.
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Music

Kanye West

Guns N’ Roses

Spamalot

CD: 808s & Heartbreak

CD: Chinese Democracy

CD: Original Broadway Cast Recording

Reviewed by Francisco Sandoval

Reviewed by Jacky Garcia

Reviewed by Lia Dun

16, Nogales HS (La Puente)

16, Lynwood HS

17, Marshall HS
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The album has that raw, hardrock feel that I enjoy, but a
couple songs just drag on.

A lot of people associate
musicals with boring classical
music, but the music in
Spamalot will make you laugh.

ith his fourth album, 808s & Heartbreak, Kanye
West goes in a different direction. Inspired by
the death of his mother and the breakup with his girlfriend, West gets more personal and darker than ever
before. He also sings instead of rapping and doesn’t
have his usual I-am-the-best attitude. Fortunately, he
still brings his creativity and his awesome beats.
“Coldest Winter” is a tribute to West’s mother and
how her death has left him alone. West feels that with
his mother gone he no longer has a reason to love.
“Goodbye my friend/ will I ever love again?” The production of this song is the best of the whole album. I
like the loud drum, and the background violins add
sadness to the song.
West was devastated and angry over his breakup
with his girlfriend and this is obvious in “See You In My
Nightmares.” It’s the most intense song about his exgirlfriend. Kanye starts off singing but as the song progresses he gets angrier and begins to almost yell. “We
were once a fairytale, but this is farewell.”
808s & Heartbreak is an album that breaks away
from West’s traditional style but I think it was a good
move. Although I didn’t like that it was so depressing—every song was about death or relationships ending—it’s not like he had anything to be happy about
when recording it. Hopefully in the coming year West
will find the strength to go back to his usual confident
self and deliver another great album.

Inspired by the death of
his mother and breakup
with his girlfriend, West
gets more personal and
darker than ever before.
www.layouth.com

fter the 15-year wait (which is almost my whole
lifetime), Guns N’ Roses finally released Chinese
Democracy. My expectations were pretty high and the
album has that raw, hard-rock feel that I enjoy, but a
couple of songs just drag on.
“Better” is the best song on the album. It’s about a
guy who loves a girl who rejects him. I love the guitar
arrangements and the very catchy hook that I’m always
singing to: “No one ever told me when I was alone/
They just thought I’d know better/ Better.”
The album has a variety of sounds and one that I
really liked was the flamenco sound on the song “If the
World.” It goes perfectly with the seductive feel that the
guitar adds to the song.
The album has its share of ballads, and my favorite one is “This I Love.” It is a melodramatic song with
lyrics that reflect lead singer Axl Rose’s emotions. “I‘ve
searched the universe/ And found myself/ Within
her eyes.” The song starts off with Rose on piano and
climaxes to a theatrical guitar solo that parallels the
strong emotions of the song.
One of those songs that drag on is “Sorry.” It has a
good guitar riff, but not strong enough to make it memorable. “Madagascar” also has no standout moments,
and the sampling of Martin Luther King Jr. and the
movie Cool Hand Luke was unnecessary.
Despite the numerous changes in the band’s lineup,
Rose’s controversial behavior and problems with former band members, Guns N’ Roses created an enjoyable album but just not one that should have needed 15
years to make.

pamalot, the musical version of the movie Monty
Python and the Holy Grail, is one of the funniest
plays I’ve ever seen, and the music is even better.
A lot of people associate musicals with boring
classical music, but the music in Spamalot will make
you laugh. Like the movie, Spamalot spoofs the story of
King Arthur and the Knights of the Roundtable as they
search for the Holy Grail. The songs add to the story’s
ridiculousness so that the musical is even funnier than
the movie.
My favorite number is “The Song that Goes Like
This,” which spoofs sappy love songs and begins with
the line, “Once in every show, there comes a song like
this. It starts off soft and low and ends up with a kiss.”
I also liked “You Won’t Succeed on Broadway,” a song
about how you need Jewish people to succeed on
Broadway, and “He Is Not Dead Yet,” in which a man
who is about to be put on a dead-body cart jumps up
and starts singing, “I am not dead yet. I can dance and I
can sing. I am not dead yet … No need to go to bed. No
need to call the doctor ‘cause I’m not yet dead.” Then
the dead bodies on the cart wake up and become the
chorus.
It might sound ridiculous, but every song on the
Spamalot CD is hilarious. You can still enjoy the music
without having seen the musical because the lyrics are
so funny and absurd. Everyone should definitely listen
to Spamalot.
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Application for the
L.A. Youth summer
writing workshop
______________________________________

suMmer workshop

Sign up for the L.A. Youth summer writing workshop, an intensive six-week program during which you will write an
article that will be published in L.A. Youth, as well as conduct interviews. You will complete your story while working
one-on-one with a professional adult L.A. Youth editor.
To apply, you must be a Los Angeles County teen ages 15-18 attending high school in the area. No journalism experience is required, but you must have an interest in writing for L.A. Youth to participate. The workshop is unpaid. Public
high school students will be given preference. Apply early, because a limited number of spaces are available. If you have
questions, call (323) 938-9194.

Expectations:

How to apply:

• In this workshop, you are expected to meet weekly
deadlines involving reading and writing, and attend field
trips. Students who do not meet the deadlines will be asked
to leave the writing workshop and encouraged to remain
involved with L.A. Youth in some other way.
• You are expected to generate material for the September 2009 issue of L.A. Youth.
• You must attend group meetings at the L.A. Youth
office every Wednesday from 2 to 5 p.m. from July 8 to August 12. You also must arrange weekly two-hour individual
meetings with your editor. The first group meeting will be
held at 2 p.m. on Wednesday, July 8, 2009.

Submit this application form with a one-page writing
sample as well as a $75 application fee. Scholarships available. Tips for the writing sample: write an original one-page
statement that tells us something about you and gives us a
sense of your writing style. It can be about one of your interests, hobbies or activities. After you submit your application,
we’ll call you for a short interview before you are accepted
into the workshop. To prepare for the workshop, we strongly encourage you to read past issues of L.A. Youth on our
website. Go to www.layouth.com and click on “Archives.”
The application deadline is Friday, June 5, 2009.

NAME

_____________________________________
ADDRESS

______________________________________
CITY				

ZIP CODE

_____________________________________
HOME PHONE

_____________________________________
E-MAIL ADDRESS

_____________________________________
SCHOOL
GRADE YOU WILL ENTER IN SEPTEMBER _______
DATE OF BIRTH _____ - _______ - __________

Send application with $75 fee and
writing sample to:

L.A. Youth
5967 W. 3rd St. Suite 301
Los Angeles CA 90036

